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Pain along the back, dizziness, headache and general languor. Get a package of Mother Gray's AUSTRALIAX-LEAF- .
the pleasant root and herb cure
WANING AUTUMN.
for all Kidney, Bladder and Urinay
Earth "and garden are forsaken ;
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Rooks are now the lone est rays.
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Summer Shoes
For Young Men

Gone the glamours that were golden
As the olden Pentecost;
Sere and sad and far beholden
Are the footprints of the frost.
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MAY 19, 1910.
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Comet Stag Party Territorial Au
has steam plows running on his wheat
lands preparing them for this fall's ditor W. G. Sargent entertained last
crop. He is negotiating with William evening a stag party which was to cel
CHOICE UTAH ALFALFA SEED 25c. per lb.
O'Connor for his mules and grading ebrate the passage of the earth
through the comet's tail. Even though
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Blind Will Hold Athletic Meet at took a look
at the comet in the east
Alamogordo "The New Mexico In- which was
at the usual
skidding
GENERAL M KRCHAN DISK
stitute for the Blind will hold another rate with its tail along
un
apparently
athletic field meet on Saturday. The harmed. Those who sat down to the
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meet held in February was for the
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table, covers being laid for twelve,
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boys. The meet to be held Saturday were: Governor Mills.
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K for ihn yn .ut- p.
A otero xathan Jaffa, R. P. Ervien,
meet, it. will he in competition with u A. Hughes, John W. March, Arthur
tne scnoois tor t he blind ot the many
If you will "Tackle" our fishing tackle you'll land any fish that
Selignian, James U Seligman T. P.
different states, and will he under theGable. A. J. Fischer and Hiram B.
tackles your bait. Our lines are new and fresh and strong; our reels
auspices of the National Athletic As- - Cartwright.
are not rusty.
sociation. The boys were fortunate!
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place. The consideration was
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AND RETAIL
AVK
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an acre, cash. The deal
forty
PICTURE FRAMING TASTEFULLY AND SATISFACTORILY
baseball throw. Mr. Cox, who was made
DONE.
through I. N. Smith. This
RATON
has so carefully and intelligently diwas sold 12 months ago for
property
YANKEE
rected the work of these pupils, be- eighteen dollars an acre, and in the
CERRILLOS
lieves that they are in condition to
meantime, there has not been a pencompete successfully with any other nyworth of improvement work done.
in
school
America."
Anthracite Coal all Sizes, Smithii g Coal. Steam Coal.
Alamogordo Mr. Smith said that Mr. Sullivan had
Newrs.
bawed Wood and Kindling.
already made arrangements to put the
MONTEZUMA AVENUE
entire tract into cultivation, 30 acres
CAPITAL COAL YARD.
fe
Near A. T. S. F. Depot
in alfalfa and ten in fruit. Within a
Deafness Cannot Be Cured
85
Telephone
Telephone 85
by local applications, as they cannot short while Mr. Sullivan expects to
reach the diseased portion of the ear. begin the erection of a two story resiThere is only one way to cure deaf- dence. He was accompanied by his
ness, and that is hy constitutional wife, and left Wednesday for CaliforSOLE AGENTS FOR
remedies. Deafness is caused by an nia." Alamogordo News.
inflamed condition of the mucous linREing of the Eustachian Tube. When REPUBLICAN REGULARS
As a Protection for yourself Aemaiid anAbxtract Do
you know whether
NOMINATED TO CONGRESS.
this tube is inflamed you have a rumbyou have an absolute title to the property 'whicrh vou now own?
Wholesale and Retail Dealers in
LEO
ling sound or imperfect hearing and
Cleveland, Ohio, May 19. While
when it is entirely closed, Deafness is
tle'
state
THE SANTA FE ABSTRACT,
primary election returns have
Floor, Hay, Grain, Potatoes,
the result, and unless the inflammaAV;cybeen slow, the results so far indicattion can be taken out and this tube reed are that a majority of the Republistored to its normal condition, hear- can
Catron Block
Santa Fe, N, M
Saltan
Tel Blacb 76
"regulars" in congress have been
ing will be destroyed forever; nine
cases out of ten are caused by CaTHE ONLY EXCLUSIVE GRAIN HOUSE IN SANTA FE.
tarrh, which is nothing but an inflamIf you are in need of anything, try
tmi'HMRMtimt
ed condition of the mucous surface.
a New Mexican Want Ad.
We will give One Hundred Dollars
for any case of Deafness (caused by
MANOFACTUMR eF
catarrh) that cannot be cured by
JUST RECEIVED NEW SHIPMENT OF
Hall's Catarrh Cure. Send for circulars, free.
?MJ
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F. J. CHENEY & CO., Toledo, 0.
&
Sold by Druggists, 75c.
CO.
China and
Sold by all druggisu, 75c.
No Need to Cut.
Telephone No 140 Red
S E. Corner of Plaza.
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'r.ii teors and New Mexico was left in
!tiu- dark.
There we.-,.- its of "fake" stories
about the comet this morning. One
man. a business man at that, declared
'lie saw the comet's tail at 9 o'clock
'.:;s inoniiiu' and that it was nearly
Overhead. lb- was asked if he had
'! eyes that he could see comets and
in da time.
Curvature Troubles.
As told in dispatches elsewhere in
this paper, astronomers attribute the
failure of t'oinet Halley '"to make
good" accordiim to their announcements, to various causes. One of
these is curvature of the tail of the
comet. An astronomer of this city
vho does not wish his name mentioned has this theory to offer: The earth
indeed iiid p:tss through the comet's
tail last night but the tail is so long
that the earth severed a part of it
from the comet thus allowing that
heavenly body still to be seen in the
astern skies. Its greater brilliancy he
says may be attributed to its greater
concentration alter the earth detached
a large portion of the tail which was
drawing on the comet for vast quantities of light, .lust whether or not this
theory will be exploded by tomorrow
remains to be seen. So does the comet.

New Mexico Military Institute

Back Can Ignore This Double
ROSWELL, NEW MEXICO.
Proof.
Wtit Point of th Southwert.
Th
BY
TABOOED
i
Does your back ever ache?
Officers Detailed by War Department
Array
Have you suspected your kidneys?
Army Inspectors RANK SCHOOL IK CLASS
j
Backache is kidney ache,
"A."
With it comes dizzy spells,
Comet Enthusiasts and Weather Experts who Remained Up
Through Academic course, preparing young
Sleepless nights, tired, dull day3,
j
life. Great
s
at
men
for college or fur
Tourist
All
Way
disorders.
Disgusted
Heavenly
Night
Distressing urinary
r-.
Cm.!
m
amount of open air work. Healthiest location
ii- f.
Cure the kidneys to cure it all.
enqueue ana Lert rNo
rorgot
of any Military School In the Union. Located
Doan's Kidney Pills bring quick reAuroral
Displays, Meteoric Trails,
on the beautiful Pecos Valley the garden
lief.
Bring thorough, lasting cures.
Zodiacal
spot of the West at an e'evatioi, o' 1,700
"Gegenschein"
Light
You have read Santa Fe proof.
everv day. tiut
feet above sea level,
Etc.
Read now the Santa Fe sequel.
Ittte rain or snow during session.
Renewed testimony; tested by time.
Eleven Officers and Instructors. aU graduManuel Delgado, 140 Canon street,
A number of Santa Fe comet en- sha!j', extent and mho
lectures s
ates from stardard eastern colleges. Ten
Santa Fe, N. M., says: "The public thusiasts stayed up all night scanning well as the times of appearance.
oulidings, thoroughly furnished, heatod. light
statement I gave in favor of Doan's the heavens for that program which changes, and disapeparano should all
modern In all respects.
edjand
Kidney Pills in 1902 still holds good Comet Halley was supposed to carry be carefully noted.
E. A. Cahoou, President, W
REGENTS
word
1
the
when
one
confirm
now
and
out in its
every
night stand
readily
.MeteoricTrails. The number,
Vice
Preside. J. Phelps White,
"
O,
Hamli'od,
or
'I
if"-I then said about them. For four
earth and its entire audience would he times of appearance, lengths of duraW. M. Atkinson Secretary, and W
Treasurer;
five years I was subject to attacks ushered into the comet's presence for tion and direction and
lengths of visA FlDlay
of backache which were so severe at an unusual exhibition.
ible paths of meteors should be noted
For particular!" an1 Illustrated catalogue
times that I was unable to work. I
But. to use the expression of a ' on all three nights, but especially on
tried various remedies said to be cures weathgr expert: "There was apparent- the night of the 18th.
address.
for troubles such as I had, but noth- ly nothing doing" opera glasses and
COL. JAS. W. WILLSON.
3.
Bishop's Ring. This curious
ing benefited me until I procured even powerful telescopes revealing no "dust" halo wast seen around the sun
Superintendent.
Doan's Kidney Pills at Stripling, Bur- phenomena.
after
the
both
of
Krakatoa
eruptions
rows & Co.'s drug store. They quickThere was this much to say how-- ; and Mount
I'ele, and conceivably
a
ever, that the stars twinkled with un- ly proved their worth and effected
also
follow
the passage of the
might
exusual brightness, according to C. E.
cure which has been lasting. My
What Everbody Wants.
earth through the tail of a comet. It
has
Pills
Doan's
weather
local
the
of
Kidney
Linney, director
perience with
desires good health which
Evernody
therefore
be
should
looked
carefully
recombureau but. whether it was in honor of
been so gratifying that I gladly
on the days specified, and, occas- is impossible unless the kidneys are
for
Comet Halley or because of the recent
mend them."
sound and healthy. Foley's Kidney
ionally, for some days thereafter.
rrice 50 rain he would not state.
For sale by all dealers,
As the light of this ring is rather Remedy should be taken at the first
Co., Buffalo,
Yesterday afternoon Santa Feans
cents. Foster-Milburfaint,
observations of it are best made judical. on of any irregularity, and a
New York, sole agents for the United declared they saw an unusual haze in
serious illness may be averted. Fothe sky just about the time the doors when the sun is hidden behind some
states.
ley's Kidney Remedy will restore your
or
other
comet
steeple
for
the
opaque object.
Kewuiber the name Doan's and opened in the heavens
to their normal
4.
Color of the Sun and Sky- Both kindneys and bladder
performance, but weather experts detake no other.
state
TO
Sold
and
activity.
by Stripling-Burrow- s
not
was
if
the general color of the sky and the
clare that this haze,
any,
&
Co.
esreal
that
It Is an admitted fact
in the comet performance at all.
color of the sun depend on the dust
tate, financial men and merchants all
and other contents of the atmosphere,
Meteorological Performances.
liad been and should be carefully noted on the
An elaborate program
say that quickest and bst results are
HERE AND THERE AND YONDER
obtained by advertising in the New mapped out for last night's heavenly given dates.
an
iSave Moaey and inconvenience by Purchasing Wells Fergo
exhibition when, as astronomers
Mexican.
5.
Phenomena
Twilight
Twilight
forty-seveSilver
automohas
would
Earth
Mother
pass
nounced,
Cily
colors, their distribution, and order of
DOMESTIC MONEY ORDERS,
through the tail of Halley's comet changes depend largely on the dust in biles; and it's a mountain town at
that.
FRATERNAL SOCIETIES.
which has created such an uproar in the
MONEY
ORDERS, FOREIGN MONEY ORDERb.
and consequently,
the eastern heavens early in the morn these atmosphere,
are phenomena that need to be
trie United States. Canada. Mexico
The foundation for the new Harvey Payable
for many days even before the milk observed on the
indicated.
days
MASONIC.
men
house
Helen
is
Weather
rounds.
at
his
man makes
completed.
and all Foreign Cjuatnes.
(j.
Luminous Clouds. Neither the
all over the country congratulated
REMITTANCES SENT BY TELEGRAPH.
Montezuma Lodge No themselves on the wonderful oppor- material of these clouds nor the cause
In the Estancia valley the slogan
of
is
known.
their
M.
&
A.
definitely
A.
They
F.
light
Reg tunity never before presented during
now is:
1,
ular communications the history of the weather bureau on seem to belong to the very high at- A massive reservoir that cases rain
first Monday of eael the study of meteorological phenome- mosphere, and therefore should be Upon a fertile farm that raises cane.
month a- Masonic ha na.
And people who had nothing to looked for at night in connection with
at 7.30 v. m.
The trains running on the Santa Fe
do with the weather bureau further our transit across the comet's tail.
H. H. DOR MAN,
in ap branch from Socorro to Magdalena
These coluds are cirrus-likthan to read its forecasts each day
Acting Master but who had a lot to do with "Comic" pearance, but may be distinguished are as irregular in their regularity as
ALAN K. McCORD, Secretary.
Halley though they had a first class from the true cirrus by the fact that they are regular in their irregularity.
opening to get a bird's eye view of they are brighter than the background Magdalenn is the most .prosperous
town in New Mexico,
Santa Fe Chapter No. 1, the other world last night. A good of the clear nocturnal sky. During mining-sheeR. A. M.
Regular con many of those who stayed up until 4 the forepart of the night they are seen and deserves better train service.
Rigs,
vocation second Monday of a. m. and later are now taking forty above the northwestrn horizon.
7. Zodiacal Light.
Kttrell Park. Socorro, is the shadeach month at Masonic winks to rest their bird's eyes, and
From work reHall at 7:30 p. m.
perhaps this evening they will tell of cently done at the Lick and at the iest and cosiest little plaza in the
It is named in honor of
S. G. CARTWRIGHT, H. P, how Halley fell down on "the job" and Mount Wilson observatories it seems
He takes great
did not give even a show worth a probable that zodiacal light is caused Postmaster Kittrell.
ARTHUR SELIGMAN, Secretary.
nickel.
park well
by the reflection of solar light from interest in keeping the
The Program.
Santa Fe Commandery No.
dust in and near the plane of the groomed, giving the work his personal
in
in
of
There was a big program or bill of ecliptic. If so, then a change might attention daily.
1, K. T. Regular conclave
fourth Monday in each fare mapped out for Old Man Halley be expected in it at the time of the
month at Masonic Hall at and the joke was that the time to en- comet's near approach to the earth,
Vaughn is located where the E. P.
railroads
7:30 p. m.
joy it was declared to be a few hours and therefore the extent, brilliancy, & S. W. and Belen vut-of- f
RIGHT.
before daylight as the moon was a and other features of the zodiacal cross each other seemingly in every
J. A. MASSES, E. C.
W. E. GRIFFIN, Recorder.
jealous creature likely to interfere light as they appear at that time way possible.
with the exhibition until the wee small should be carefully noted.
Don Caspar Avenue
French is the booming new town
Santa Fe Lodge or Perfection No. 1 hours should arrive.
8.
Gegenschein (counter glow.)
14th degree. Ancient and Accepted
Well, the program was of nine num- But little is known of the cause of this where t'he Dawson branch of the Rock
Scottish Rite of Free Masonry meets bers, as follows:
faint glow seen in the ecliptic at a Island railroad ruthlessly runs over
and across the Santa Fe. Cause of
on the third Monday of each month
Auroral displays.
point directly opposite to the sun, or
boom the Cimarron dam near by.
at 7:30 o'clock in the evening in
Meteoric trails.
along the shadow of the earth. Pre- Most
Masonic Hall, south side of Plaza.
young towns start in cheap
Bishop's ring.
as
same
the
has
the
it
origin
sumably
frame
shacks, but French is different.
Visiting Scottish Rite Masons are corDusty color of sun and sky.
zodiacal light, and consequently may
are at least a dozen big build
dially invited to attend.
Twilight phenomena.
be modified during the transit of the There
cement blocks, most of
made
JOHN W. MAYES, 32.
Luminous clouds.
ings
earth across the tail of a comet. At them two of
The Colorado Rational Life Assurance Company
stories high, and more will
Zodiacal light.
Venerable Master
on
the
observed
should
be
rate
it
any
follow. Three years ago there was
HENRY F. STEPHENS, 32.
Gegenschein.
nights mentioned, and its brilliancy
in French but a saloon. Now
Denver Colorado.
General phenomena.
Secretary.
at these times compared with that on nothingis
is
much everything in
there
pretty
Explained, this official program
nights when there certainly ia no 0
B. P. O. C.
French but a saloon.
as follows:
.
disturbance.
etary
Auroras
No.
Santa Fe Lodge
1.
Auroral
460, B. P. O. E.,
Displays.
To locate the gegenschein at any
A Cerrillos man criticises a promi
holds its regular session on the sec- serve as indicators of the electrical
hour of the night look in the direction nent
and
ond and tourth Wednesday of each state of the outer atmosphere,
public speaker of Santa Fe for
where the sun was twelve hours pre
month. Visiting brothers are invited as this state possibly may be affected
calling it .Santa "Fa"; .says it sounds
New
A M, BERGERE,
viously.
affectatious ; that Ihe believes in and
A. J. FISCHER,
and welcome.
by the tail of the comet as we pass
9. General Phenomena.
Solar and
J. D. SENA,
Exalted Ruler. through it, auroras shculd be watched lunar and
practices pronouncing all names as
Catron Block
tanU Ft, N. M.
coronas, and all other ap- they are spelled. Then this critic profor at that time. The location, color,
Secretary.
pearances that may seem unusual and ceeds to pronounce "Cerrillos"
worth noting.
in all seriousness.
of
Knights
Pythias.
Another Comet Story.
Santa Fe Lodge No. 2, Knights ol
And now for versions of the comet
CO.
Tucumcari bids fair to become the
Pythias. Regular meeting 1st and 3d
who
Several
performance.
people
southwest.
of
center
railroad
the
great
Tuesdays in month at 8 o'clock in I.
Carrying the U. S. mail and pas- the rate of $5.00 per hundred lbs.
stayed up late last night now are If the town's phenomenal good luck
O. O. F. hall, San Francisco St. VisitN. M and
Special automobiles furnished to acvis
comet
awake and tell stories of
continues it will soon have two rail- sengers between Vaughn,
ing Knight's invited to attend.
with the commodate any number of passengers
N.
M.,
connecting
went
Roswell,
must
those
who
make
which
ions
roads for every syllable of it's name.
AUGUST REINGARDT, C. C.
El Paso & Southwestern and Rock Is- to make special connections with any
to bed just at 4 a. m. green witn Now what do you know about that?
JOHN K. 3TAUFFER, K. R. S.
and the Atchison, train at Vaughn, also to connect with
land Railroads
envy.
New Mexico Central Railroad at TorRailroad.
&
Fe
Santa
at
the pow
John Catanac, engineer
Every town in New Mexico has its Topeka
Leave Vaughn at 8:30 a. m., arrive rance for Santa Fe, N. M., by coms
er house of the Santa Fe Water and distinguished personage who saw
in Roswell at 3:30 p. m.
municating with Manager of the RosLight Company, is said to have reportcomet seventy-fiv- e
years ago. The
Leave Roswell at 12:30 a. m, arrive well Auto Co., at Roswell, N. M., at
ed to Manager Frank Owen that he one at San Marcial is known as "Lim
least 24 hours in advance. Rate for
saw the comet's tail shortly after 4 ber Jim." He was a slave of African in Vaughan at 6 p. m.
a. m. today and the tail seemed de descent, aged ten, when he first saw
Baggage allowance of 50 lbs. to special $40.00 to accommodate four or
tached from the comet body which has Halley's best curving toward him. Did each regular ticket, excess baggage at fewer passengers to either point.
been the great attraction in the east- Jim dodge or desert the diamond? Not
ern heavens for many mornings. The ihe. He struck out; then placed the
tail seemed to be in the southeast palms of his hands on the ground and
which lends credence to the theory turned a handspring.
Furthermore,
TIME TABLE ALL
expressed by Chief Willis L. Moore, the neighbors say he can do the stunt
of the U. S. weather bureau at Wash- yet.
LOCAL TRAINS
For Every Dollar you pay as first payment up to
ington, that the tail might become
Still the immigration into Magda- detached and be seen.
Leave Santa Fe at 8:10 a. m. to con
dis
Employes of the water company lena meets with an occasional
nect with No. 10 from the south and
The newly organized
are said to attach full credence to Mr. couragement.
west, also No. 3 from the east, re
Catanac's story and much interest is brass band began practicing there one
arrive at Santa Fe 12:10 p. m.
turning
that
week.
last
in
his
manifested
discovery
night
being
Leave
Santa Fe at 4 p. m. to cona
the comet's tail was visible and in
We will give you a receipt fori double the amount
nect with No. 1 west-bounalso takes
Belen boasts of a crack baseball
different position than heretofore.
d
passpassengers for No. 2
said team. A thin skinned traveling man
"She is sure coming this
ing Lamy at 6:30 p. m. Returning
one comet enthusiast upon hearing was mean enough to remark that Bearrive at Santa Fe 6:30 p. m. with No.
len ought to have good batters beof Mr. Catanac's story.
l's connection only.
The dispatches from Texas that a cause of being kept in constant prac
Leave Santa Fe at 7:20 p. m. to confor
at
tice
a
seen
$50.00
mosquitoes.
$100.00
was
striking
Pay
get receipt
heavy shower of meteorites
.
J
with Nos. 7 and 9 west-bounnect
was
credence
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"
lends
also
"
predicted
50.00
25.00
4 and 8
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ReturnA book on Rheumatism, and a trial
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want
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treatment
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30.00
Santa
at
arrive
Fe
of
struck
Shoop's
ing
if
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earth
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or
doing
for
something
a good outfit come here
single
the comet's tail. Weather Observer Remedy liquid or tablets is being double
Denver and Rio Grande Railroad.
Oar Pric&s are tha lowest New YorK Prices.
Linney who was up until the wee sent free to sufferers by Dr. Shoop, of
LIVERY.
Train leaves for the north at 10:15
small hours looking for comet dust Racine, Wis. You that are well, get
healthy horses and i m.
disand meteors and unusual lights in this book for some discouraged,
to
Train arrives from the north at i
the skies stated to a reporter of the heartened sufferer! Do a simple act fine carriages are here and subject
business
want
We
order.
your
your
ii m.
New Mexican that as far as his and of humanity! Point out this way to
Sur- in the livery line and will apprecl
J. B. Sloan's obesrvations went, last quick and
certain relief!
New Mexico Central.
night was
peculiarly free from prise some sufferer, by first get-- ate it.
Tex-- ! tiner from me the booklet, and the test.
Santa Fe at 8 : 45 a. n
Train
leaves
reeion.
meteoric
showers
in
this
Side
All Popular Sheet Music'
Plaza.
East
WILLIAMS 4 KISING
Train arrives at Santa Fe at 9:45
as, being the largest state in the j He will appreciate your aid. Sold by
310 San Francisco St. 'Phone 139 Red. m.
the Stripling-Burrow- s
& Co.
union, it sems
appropriated
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The Pioneer Life insurance Co.,
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to give the lie to hostile critics who insisted that he was merely a 'war lord.'
The German delegates finally yielded,
THE NEW MEXICAN PRIN TING COMPANY PUBLISHERS.
and the court was established.
"IT has been the means of settling
FRANK P. STURGES,
PAUL A. F. WALTER,
Vice President. numerous international disputes. The
Editor and President.
United States had the honor of being
JOHN K. STAUFFER,
the first power to refer a case to it,
Entered as Second Class Matter :i the Santa Fe Postofflce.
the controversy with Mexico over the
fund claims. Other nations fol
six
months
RATES OF SUBSCRIPTION.
mail
Daily,
by
....$3.75 Pius
France, Japan, Ger
lowedEngland,
25
Daily per week by carrier
2.00 many, Canada. The Hague tribunal is
Weekly, per year
7n
.
.
.
carrier.
month,
by
Daily, per
1.00 coming to be recognized as an inter
65; Weekly, six months
Daily, per month, by mail
."5 national supreme court. The next
7.00 Weekly, per quarter
Daily, per year, by mail
as
r

.

OFFICIAL PAPER OF SANTA

.

FE COUNTY.

It Is sent to
The New Mexican is tie oldest new spaper in New Mexico.
has
a
and
and
in
the
large
growing GTrculatf.) i
Territory,
every postofflce
of
the
and
Southwest.
progressive people
among the intelligent
CUNIONfifc.
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WAGES AND HIGH PRICES.
jsion were strong enough to defeat
with
While Uncle- - Sam is debating wheih-- j legislation for their
er the high "cost of living is due to the federal authorities and they are
extraneous or to inherent .causes, the; now paying the cost. Says the Pueblo
accuracy Chieftain:
Germans with painstaking
y
The position of the agricultural
have given an answer' to the problem.!
prove with statistics that are not pamnent at "Washington that it soon
with Colo-faste- r
guess work that wages, have Jfisen will deny its
than the cost Of living; hat rado in handling interstate cattle ship-th- e
g
increase in the cost oflments until after they have been
s
and inspected must work a
is due mostly to the greater
that the people of today make ship on many Colorado cattle growers
for comforts and luxuries. This is no who are absolutely innocent of
the case, for right here in the Mating a single rule or regulation of
United States, tliere are Chinamen either the state or federal govern
who can live on five cents worth of ment. Yet that position is just and
rice a day but who wants to live like fair.
For years the national government
a Chinaman nowadays? Right here in
Santa Fe are many families large in has been trying to get. Colorado to ennumber who manage to get along on act laws that will compel the proper
fifty cents a day but that is not saying inspection of stock within her borders.
Every time such a law lias been prothat if they had $5 a day that they
would not live up to it. Of course, posed powerful influences have been
automobiles and luxuries of the table set to work and the law defeated.
and of dress, did not enter into the Thus the proper state authorities have
living account of the average work- been without power to compel those
men or farmer twenty years ago. few cattlemen who would not dip and
When they do enter, it naturally in inspect to do so.
all cattlemen
creases the cost of livin
Says the' The result is that
jniust now suffer alike. .Each annua:
Washington Herald
"Investigators into industrial condi-- thai leaves the state must be subject
ions can do no better than turn to ed to a lot of red tape and expense for
Germany for statistics. The methodic- - its owner which, in many cases, will
al German political economist and sta-- offset all annual profits.
Had the cattlemen of Colorado fol
tistician is above all else accurate.
He investigates the subject, thorough lowed the example of other western
ly, painstakingly, and in an absolutely states and allowed the enactments and
unbiased manner. These qualities in enforcement of laws conforming with
no other nation on earth are so well national regulations no such
nor can the same reliability mental order as t!he one now pending
be expected from haphazard, happy-- ever would nave been discussed, let
effort, especially if it has a alone issued.
The Chieftain has often discussed
bias.
political
"Herr Kautsky, the literary leader of the lobby which the cattlemen main-th- e
orthodox Marxist majority of the tain to prevent the enactment of state
Socialistic party in Germany, in a laws compelling the feeding and care
pamphlet deprecating the trades union of stock during the winter. Not one
action, asserts that all the advance in cattleman in a hundred allows his
years in the matter of wages: tie to starve or suffer, yet for some
ill as been
more than counterbalanced reason ninety out of every hundred
by the increased cost of living. This j will join with the one to prevent
starts a controversy, and: mane laws being enacted. It is the
Herr Kautsky cannot support his as-- j only legitimate business in the state
membership
sertions with conclusive figures. Hence in which its
it is taken for granted throughout allies itself against the state authori-Germanthat his contention, made ties to protect its law breakers,
In many instances the combination
for political purposes, is false.
and has been successful.
"Herr Cahver, the
Pending needed
competent statistician, gives the fol-- ! laws have been defeated. Men who allowing series of index numbers re-- lowed cattle to starve on the prairie
garding the general price movement. have been freed. Individuals have re"With 100 as a basis in the year fused to dip and inspect when ordered
1S95 prices had risen to 1 17 in 1900; to do so by state uthority: but ere
to 122 in 1905, and to 127 in 1908. the federal government raises the or- now about to be issued the Chief-riou- s
These index numbers include the
commodities and contain at. least tain predicts that the Colorado stock
C7 per cent of the articles entering industry will pay and pay dearly for
into the workman's budget. Calwer's every needed law that was killed by
figures are probably as trustworthy as its lobby and for every violator who
any that could be obtained anywhere escaped punishment through its ef-oforts.
earth.
The lobby in preventing a just state
"Now, as 10 wages. The various
?reat trades unions throughout the regulation of the industry and a proper
empire were asked to submit figures punishment of its law violators, has
in detail and in the gross,
and the brought, upon its own business a fedthem
of
number
complied eral order that
greater
keeps Colorado
with the resquest. It is shown that in cattle from the markets of the world.
the increase in
the years
wages averaged 39 per cent, while the
PEACE DAY UNOBSERVED.
day's labor was shortened almost an
Yesterday was Peace Day, an interhour; in some few trades there being national
holiday that was not much
no change in hours, but in the great
in this vicinity although an
observed
of
a
tliere
being
shortening
majority
official
of the territorial
publication
a
the day. The figures show that large
number of workingmen obtained an department of education provides a
increase of remuneration materially program for its observance. Probably
larger than the increase in the cost of 'falling so close after Mothers Day
preceding less than two weeks Memor
their living.
Hal-ley'- s
Next, the question of liish rents ial Day, happening on the day of
comet and falling in the midst of
was taken up. According to a carefully drawn statement, it is shown the commencement holidays, Peace
that rents have increased only from Day has an unfortunate date and it
made to coincide with
5 to 13 iter cent, except in such cases should be
where modern improvements were Christmas, the day of peace and good
such as to make a relative rating im will. There are far too many holipossible. Higher rents in such a case days now to make the observance of
do not mean a deterioration in the most of them practical, but the
of the workman.. According son of peace and good will is such a
to Herr Calwer, they mean exactly salutary one that one day might be
the opposite. Throughout the entire devoted to it. Says the Kansas City
German empire an improvement in Star:
"It is an ironclad fact that in the
the kind of house being erected is observable, and this shows a growing eleven years since the assembling of
demand for better conditions.
the first Hague peace conference,
"These figures are
convincing, whose anniversary was observed as
inasmuch as they were collected with- 'Peace Day,' the most destructive war
out any thought of political contro- since the Napoleonic campaigns has
versy or of trades union influence. been fought, and that in addition there
They demonstrate that in Germany have been bloody conflicts in the Philthe high cost of living is simply a ippines, in China and in South Africa.
for improved
conditions. In spite of this outburst, however, the
synonym
Whether the sarne is true in America cause of peace has made important
or not, it would be difficult to prove, progress, partly as the result of the
for in this country we have no such czar's visionary invitation to the powaccurate methods of gathering data ers to meet and throw down their
as the German statistician possesses." arms.
"When it became apparent at The
DEFEAT OF WISE LAWS REACTS. Hague in 1899 that immediate disai
New Mexico has learned repeatedly mament was only a dream, England
that it does not pay to defeat wise and the United States combined to
legislation, even if such legislation at prevent the conference from being a
the time it is up for passage seems failure by proposing the establishing
restrictive upon certain interests. Co- of an international court of arbitralorado also has again been taught the tion. Germany at first opposed even
same lesson through the order issued this step toward peace. Andrew D.
tttiis week that the Bureau of Animal White, at that, time ambassador to
Industry has declared a restricted Ormany, has told in his 'Autobiogquarantine against Colorado cattle. The raphy' how he used his influence with
cattlemen at the last legislative ses- - the German emperor, appealing to him
dip-livin-
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a wee babe, were left to the cold
charity of the world.
"Only in this instance it wasn't cold

SANTA FE NEW MEXICAN

Secretary-Treasure-

FE,

R.

PALES.

J. B. BEAD, Cashier.

President,

L. A, HUGHES,

charity, the babe and little boys and
gir! were taken to the home of the
pastor and his family and tenderly
cared for until other arrangements
could be made.
-We will place all of the little ones
in good homes; the babe has already
found refuge in a splendid home with
a wealth of love to shower upon her.
and wealth of money to give her a permanent home also, and the other three
suggested by
step,
will be cared for as soon as superRoosevelt in his Noble prize address, intendent thinks they are ready to
will be to constitute the tribunal as a leave the Receiving Home."
regular court sitting constantly to
hear international appeals, and to orThe commencements on every side
ganize an international police league
to mind the fact that Santa Fe
bring
to Enforce the court's decrees.
'is
of schools, an educational
a
city
"Meanwhile, it is to be noted, the center. The two
Presbyterian misidea of arbitration is making progress.
sion schools which are doing excel
President Cleveland and President
lent work held their commencement
both failed to obtain the ratiexercises recently. The school for the
fication of arbitration treaties with
Deaf and Dumb will hold its closing
Great Britain. The Senate' 'refused to
exercises tomorrow and the U. S.:
adopt arbitration as a principle.' Yet
Industrial School in a few clays.
in the last few years the Senate has St. Catherine's Indian
Industrial
ratified arbitration treaties with Great. School will hold annual exercises and
Britain, France, Italy, Japan, Mexico, so will the Loretto academy and St.
Denmark, Netherlands, Sweden, Nor- Michael's college,: both of the latter,
way, Spain, Portugal .and Switzerland, .being the oldest educational instituwhile limited arbitration' treaties have tions in the southwest.
The public
been entered into with Guatemala, schools will hold commencement exHonduras, San Salvador and Peru.
ercises this month and the parochial
"The adoption of these treaties and schools next month. No formal exerthe constant resort to The Hague cises are held by the School of Amercourt, mark an advance away from the ican Archaeology nor by St. Vincent's
medieval method of trial by duel to orphans' school. It is certain that the
settle international disputes."
educational advantages of Santa Fe
are those of a city much larger, and
MILLS COUNTY.
it should help to make this an ideal
Eddy and Chaves counties will not resident town.
only be asked to give up portions of
their area for Artesia county, but now
If you are in need of anything, try
comes a formidable claimant for county honors in the shape of the eastern a New Mexican Want Ad.
Chaves and Eddy counties
portions-oknown as the Plains country and into
which more than five thousand settlers have gone the past few years establishing settlements at Monument,
Knowles,
Roberts,
Pearl, Henry,
Eunice, Lovington,
Plainview, Midway, King, Scott and Ranger Lake,
places which two years ago were ut- Basket leaves Monday Tuesday
terly unknown on any New Mexico Return- Thursday 'ind Friday.
map. The Knowles News puts up an
AGENCY
at O. K Barber Shop
argument for the new county as follows:
Mrs PO. BROWN Agent
"The people of the Plains country,
Phone No 23 Red
that, portion lying in Chaves and Eddy
counties, east of the breaks, demand
a new county. This is our just right
and due. We are isolated from railroads on all sides and eighty miles
from the county seat. It is, therefore,
apparent that the benighted citizens PLAZA
SHOP
of the Plainsland are subjected to
endless hardship, to which, incidentFor
years the only
ally, there is not a little expense atfirst
class
tonsorial parlor
to
the
from
and
in
tached,
getting
county seat.
in Santa Fe.
"The cutting off of Chaves and
OUR NEW PITCH
Eddy counties at the breaks, that is to
TREATMENT
of
eastern
the
at
the
sand,
say,
edge
and putting the territory thus obtain- s gmrante id. to cure, (not only
ed into one very respectably propor- relieve, D.mdruff,
falling hair &
tioned county, is it would appear, the other
We also
irritations.
scalp
logical and eminently proper solution car ry a
of
all the
ine
complete
to the county division problem of
aud
hair
tonics.
facial
popular
southeastern New Mexico at this time.
HERPICIDE. DE LUXE QUININE & HTCH
"Such an apportionment would embrace an area approximately one hunBATHS BATHS BATHS
miles long and
dred and twenty-fivforty miles wide. And there is ample
population and taxable property to
Agents HUBBS LAUNDRY
justify and support the new county
Phone
us, wewillbegladtocallfor your
therein.
on
and Tuesdays
laundry
"The distance to our county seat, and deliver onMondays
and Fridays
Thursdays
some eighty miles as previously menAll work is guaranteed; ycr
tioned, is accentuated by two exsocks are mended and buttons
sewed on you shirts, without
tremely bad strips of sand. As a matter of fact, those sand strips are worse
extraj. charge.
than extremely bad. They are some- PHONE RED 122. PHONE RED 122.
thing fierce. It 'is four miles of hard
going across one and six miles of
harder going across the other. How
difficult the traversing of them really
is can only be attested by those who
have experienced the job.
"The tax payers of Eddy and Chaves counties are forced to contribute
a heavy pro rata of the county money
and jurors
paid to witnesses
from here to attend district
court, whose' mileage of necessity exG
ceeds that of the citizens of most of
inmatter
of
the county. The
expense
curred by officers sent to the Plains
in discharge of duty also enters in.
"Governor Mills is an ideal chief
'Where prices are lowest
executive. A man of broad, well
grounded opinions, and sterling
for safe quality '
He has acquitted himself with
honor and, credit, not only as chief
justice of the territory, from which
One Resolution to Make
position he recently ascended to the
gubernatorial chair, but in every other
capacity in which he has served in the
Sunshine Territory during the past 20
What other 1910 Resolu
years. It is fitting, then, that he
tier you msy ruskf
should be properly commemorated.
There is no more appropriate way
of doing this than by naming a county
Resolve now that you will
for him. We therefore suggest that
at KAUNE &. OO. the
trade
e
be named
the new
coming year. It is a resoluMills, in honor of the governor."
tion In your own Interest, for
THESE ARE THE THINGS THAT
It means the best possible
COUNT.
table supplies at lowest posUnder the heading "Humanitarian-issible prices.
in Santa Fe," the Home Evangel
at Albuquerque,
for May published
tells the following in its leading editorial and no further comment is
Think it over isn't KAUNE
needed:
& Co, the logical store for you
"A most pathetic case at Santa Fe
was brought to the superintendent's
to patronize through 1910.
notice by Rev. C. F. Lucas, pastor of
the Methodist church there.
"A poor woman had moved into the
town from a part of the dry farming
country; she was unable to care for
her children and Mr. and Mrs. Lucas
aided by the Woman's Board of Trade
& COMPANY
gave the woman food and cared for
her and her children for a number of
weeks.
"Then the mother sickened and died
and the four little children, including

FRANK McKAKEr

Vice-Preside-

The First

,

Assistant Cashier

liii

latlsml

OF SANTA FE.

The Oldest Banking Institution in
New Mexico. Established in 1870
Capital Stock
Surplus and Undivided Profit

$150,000
80.000

-

transacts a general banking business in all Its branches.
Loans mone on the most, favorable terms on all kinds of
personal and coiiatera" security. Buys and sells bonds and
Buys astd selis
stocks in all markets for its customer.
domestic and foreign exchange and makes telegraphic transfer
of money to all parts of the civilized world on as Hberai terms
as are given .by any money transmitting agency rpubac or
private. Interest allowed on time deposits atlffe rate oi three
per cent, per annum, on six months' or yafe hne I A'bjsfal

n

DMAL UIOBI

J,

c?

2
B

j

advances made on consignments f livlstocl adptodructs.
The bank executes al! orders of Its patrons in the banking line.
arid aius t extend to ttiem as liberal treatment in all respects,
as is consistent with safety and the principles of sound bank- ing. Safety deposit boxes for rest. The patronage of the
public is respect ully solicited.

THE

HOTEL

PALACE

WILLIAM VAUGHN pROP,

One

of the Best Hotels

Cuisine and
Table Service
Unex celled

For Best Laundry Work

in

the West

Large Sample
Room for Commercial Travelers

SANTA FE, NEW MEXICO

WASHINGTON AVENUE
AMERICAN AND

EUROPEAN PLAN

KERR'S
BARBER

id

!ssassssSfBs

i

rrop netor

Commodious Sample Roam

Long Distance Telephone Station.

'

Steam Heated: Electric
Lighted, Every Room
a Good One,

S.KiUiE

d

ROGERS

Plains-county-to-b-

H. S. KAUNE
PHONE 26

St

K

i:"

IN CONNECTION

jl

e

H

FIRST CLASS CAFE

PRESS THE BUTTON WE

We Are
Now

Serving

DO

THE REST,

FULL COURSE MEALS FROM NOON ON
'If you drop in at 5 o'clocx you can get a hot
supper ready to eat and you will not have to
Our Increasing patronage Is the
wait.
best
that we
merit yours.

proof

THE HOTEL CORONADOG
RATES

$1.00

A DAY AND UP

HERRERA
Proprietor t

I ,UPE

ALL MODERN CONVENIENCES

Gregg's Peerless Hotel
EUROPEAN PLAN

SAMTA FE, NEW MEXICO

The only first class Hotel In Santa Fe, with hotand cold water In
every room, and with bath on every floor the finest & best OAFB; In
the City la connection with Hotel. First class service
guaranteed.
Nice sample room on first floor, Special attention given to
traveling
men.
Give us a trial if you want first class service.
Corner of Water St.
and Don Gas par Ave.

WM- -

GREGG

NAVAJO, CHIMAY0 and

Pp.

BALLET A

BUCKETS

:

THE ORIGINAL OLD CURIO STORE
301-30- 3

San Francisco St.
Open Until 8. p. m.

.

mmm

THESE PRICES TALK
CHI MAYO PILLOWTOPS, 50c each
75c "
NATURAL WOOL
'
25c ' . :
WAR CLUBS
30c "
TOM TOMS
BOWS aDd ARROWS
I5c "
65c per pound
NAVAJO BLANKETS.
'

CANDELARIO

-

The Curio Man.

At the Sign of the OH Cart.
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YO0 CANT' BUY A THING
WITH THE MONEY

.!. H. Wood, a Denver traveling man
is at ih.' Clairt.
Mark ISurget, a hat salesman of
Chicago, is at thf Palace.

Thomas Tipton, a Denver real estate
is here on business.
Mrs. Morgan Lewis, a tourist from
A'amosa, Colo., is in the city.
K. I). Marshall, of Oklahoma City, is
a sightseer at Grees'.s hotel.

Use the
" BRISTOL"
for Trcfut.

dealer,

C. II.

Starkweather,

Sr.

a

X. A.

Hardeman,

a

.

j

j

hardware

;

x

v.

of'

sales-- ,

man of St. Ixuiis, is at the Claire.
Dr. and Mrs. A. F. Spurney, of
Cleveland, Ohio, are again visitors in!
the city.
Attorney Marcos C. de Baca, of Ber-- ;
nalillo. drove into town today from j
,;
Pena Blanca.
Frank McKane, of the First Xation- al- bank, returned this noon from
aj
t rip to Denver.
' "a
DAiY-DOLLAR
leave
A
week for' only one ycHtvand
Bank OXTE
Attorney H. L. Ortiz returned last
will, amount to evening fron Taos where he acted
it stay for 80' years. At. & per cent compound interest-;ttiij
,
$75S.1G; at4 per cent compound inter est this will amount .to $1,010.SS a as court interpreter.
H. Essinger the well known trav- snug sum for old age.
j cling man.
is up from El Paso and is
Make OUR Bank YOUR Bank.
registered at Gregg's hotel.
"We pav liberal interest consistent with safety.
Curry expects to be in
CO. ' Santa Fe tonight from Tularosa and
BANK &
from here will go on to Chicago.
F. D. Gill of Milburn. Oklahoma, is;
in the city. He represents a concern
which handles advertising novelties.
BOY LOTS in the COLLEGE SUB DIVISION
J. B. Manby who has been on busi-- ;
ness in Taos, is at the Palace hotel
OF
on his way to his home in Trinidad,
E. E. VanHorn, inspector for the
'
territorial cattle sanitary board, has
just returned from Mountainair where
he inspected a shipment of horses.
no
a
no
down
month,
$5.00
$5.00
interest;
Mrs. Robinson and daughter have,
taxes, no mortage, a deed when the lots are
from Chicago, where Miss
returned
inGOOD
You
a
can't afford to let
paid for.
Robinson successfully underwent an
vestment like this go by when it costs you
operation, and are guests at Sun- only sixteen and two third cents a day.
mount.
G. C. Backus, of Albuquerque, manC- &,
ager for R. G. Dun & Co., in Xew Mexy
ico, called on local business men
Sole Agents in Santa Fe.
to inquire into their financial

S

it

Te

supplies. We've got 'em all, everything
that vou need. Just call at our store and
talk to OUR MAN WHO KNOWS, he will be glad to
tell you the best bait, the right flies, and anything else
you wish to know.

J

j

of

Five.

SPORTfMN?

If you are, yu wiU "eed
...
tackle, and a few

sightseer

from Chicago, is at the Claire.
.J. S.
(lay, a hardware salesman
Denver, is calling on the trade.
K. Schoemann, a china salesman
St. Louis, is calling on the trade.
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ARE YOU

you have Spent

Put

PA'
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COME IN AND GET AC
QUAINTED WITH HIM,
IT WILL BE TO YOUR
ADVANTAGE.

His Time is Yours
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UNITED STATES

TRUST

i

j

Las Cruces

all new and complete in every
detail our assortmnt f f'ies
larger
Our Line is
'

and more complete, thn ever.
We have lines, rods, reels, baskets, and everything for his majesty, THE
SPORTM AN; Come in and get next to our line and prices. Our prices are lower
than ever before.

Notice our
Windows

Take a little vacation next Sunday and
take up the Isaac Walton Fever.

k SUPPLY CO,

SANTA PE HARDWARE
Wholesale & Retail
Dealers in

j

j

Everything in Hardware.

j

WATSON

O

COMPANY

to-,da-

MARKETREP0RT:f

LOUL.VED

standing.

MONEY AND METALS.
Xew York, May 19. Call money 2
Mex(ft 3
prime paper 4
in Albuquerque
among the
70
Ateh.
Amal.
ican
dollars
44;
merchants." Albuquerque
Morning
X. Y. C. 120
Reading 163
j 109
'journal.
1S2
Steel
12G
V.
P.
P.
S.
District Attorney Alexander Read:
pfd. 117
of San ,7uan and Rio Arriba counties S3
York, May 19. Lead steady
and whose home is in Tierra Amarilla
ALSO Dealers in Furniture
'
t upiivi
aiauuaiu
is at the Palace hotel. He iS aC'COlll- July $12.12
son.
$12.2512.50:
spot
panied by his
12.37
FOR THE HOUSE
silver 53
FINE LINE OF
M. L. English, of southern Santa Fe
GRAIN,
PORK, LARD AND RIBS.
county, the only resident left of 136
111., May 19.
Wheat July
Chicago,
in
the
that lived ten years ago
chinaware to stoves, and
All kinds pf furnishings-..fro1U2
100
iSept.
of Dolores, on the Ortiz grant,
desks, chairs, table
Corn July 61
Sept. 62.
ranges, Also a fine assortment of
is a business visitor in town.
babies.
go-carfor
the
38
39
Oats
aad hat racks. Wagner folding
Sept.
July
H. V. Beers, the well known livery-- :
Pork July $23.02
$22.92
Sept.
Toey areGREVT!! x
man of Antonito, Colo., is at the Palwife
ace.
came
his
to
meet
He
see
and
if
there
liere
isn't
Look over our stock
Lard July $12.60; Sept. $12.50.
who returns today from California
Ribs July $12.57
something to interest you.
Sept. $12.42
where she has been spending the winter.
WOOL MARKET.
Elizandro Quintana, the sheriff of
St. Louis, May 19. Wool steady:
Taos county, is at the Coronado hotel.!
Ornamental Doers.
and western mediums ISfr
He was in the lime light recently for territory
23; fine mediums 17f(20; fine 1215.
appealing to Governor Mills for troops
LIVESTOCK.
to keep the Taos Pueblos within legal
Chicago, May 19. Cattle Receipts
bounds.
Market steady. Beeves $5.60
6,500.
William M. McCoy, of Mountainair.
Texas steers $36.40; western
:(f8.70;
Torrance county, one of the trustees 'steers $5.257.40; stockers and feed
of the deaf school, is in the city ers
$4 6.60; cows and heifers $2.75W
to attend the closing exercises tomor- 7.25; calves $5.50 7.75:
row. Mr. McCoy says that the Moun-tai- r
Market
Hogs
Receipts 21,000.
Chautauqua will be a greater sucfive to ten lower. Light $9.40
cess than ever and that a tabernacle slow
9.72
mixed $9.35 9.75;
heavy'
to seat a thousand people will be built
$9.3509.73;
rough $9.359.50; good
this year. The money was quickly to choice
(heavy $9.50 9.75; pigs $9.10
raised by subscription, not a citizen of
bulk $9.60 9.75.
9.60;
Mountainair having refused to
Market
WE POINT PROUDLY
Sheep
Receipts 12 000.
are made to perfection from our
Native $4 6.90; western $4
steady.
wood
is
the
Lumber) because
to the fact that we handle only a line
6.85; yearlings $6.50 7.90; lambs,
perfect in every particular and of drugs and remedies known to be
native $5.90 8.90; western $6.50 9.
s
rr-free from every imperfection of
Kansas City, Mo., May 19. Cattle-Rece- ipts,
and efficacious; and that our
knots, cracks and warpings pure
4,000, including 1,000 southbest
to
us
the
enables
give
Every foot of it is thoroughly experience
erns;
steady. Native steers
market,
to
our
Everysatisfaction
patrons.
so
119 San Francisco

St.

For full particulars call or
address the above company

Phone. Red So. 189

traveling salesman with
headquarters at Santa Fe, spent
"C. E. Doll,

J
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Wagner Undertaking Establishment
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DONT
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THAT IF A LADY HAS A PRETlTSrlOE
IT MAKES ANY DRESS LOOK NICE.
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ladies looking tor Something new and
snappy in HoEj; Something different

THAT WILL DISTINGUISH YoU AS "dEST"
ARE COMING To
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DRE-5SER--
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Charles W. Dudrow
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Where your dollar buys the most.
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Unsurpassed Chocolates
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FRESH STOCK JUST RECEIVED
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FISCHER DRUG COMPANY
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GOOD.

PRICES TO SUIT EVERYBODY
FROM

W.
3

WE 'ARE

building

CLARENDON
GARDEN
R, V. BOYLE Mgr,

and Dlcainssynu

xs. .Umauists

PODLTRY

a

dak places

a reputation

FOR

PANSY PLANTS NOW.

CUT FLOWERS, WEDDING
BOUQUETS, and FUNERAL

DESIGNS.

YARDS

1

1KB

Hour El ectric Service
On and After March 1st.

Wfae up those

& CO.

ARK SELLING Ot'T!
KRESH LA D EGGS every day
Pure bred barred Plymouth Rocks and White vVyandottea. Chickens
are yarded In the orchard
wholesome food
under the trees and fed oil
only. No chance of Tuberculosis germs nor Ptomaine poisoning.
EGGS FOR HATCHING.
CL&REHDOH

SO

A snfc

$4.00

3B9E8SEES9B&9

$9.30

niltmr
Stopped in
sure with Dr. SUooii';
Croup Renu'dy. Onf
tcrft will puru'y proe
No vomit inc. no dis

TO

honest dealing

Hogs
Receipts, 11,000; market, 5
and 10 cents lower. Bulk of sales $9.40
9.50; heavy
packers
$9.509.55;

and butchers $9.40 9.55; light
9.50; pigs $S.809.10.

$2.50

T0WNSEND

N

6.25.

10 iTi e

Annua? &uoscrlp
Cents
tion Rate of the New Mexican Publl
cations, to Receive the Western
Investor's Review.

AUd 25

$4.25

"DITTMNAN" MEANS "SNAP"

GOODS.

Receipts, 4,000; market,
Sheep
steady. Muttons, $4.256.75; lambs
$7.258.90; fed western wethers and
yearlings $5.00 7.00; fed western
ewes $4.256.25.

Made in New Mexico.
I

$5.908.30; southern steers $5.00
na7.75; southern cows $3.405.90;
tive cows and heifers $3.75 7.50;
stockers and feeders $4.006.25; bulls
$4.256.50; calves $4.507.50; west
ern steers $0. 75 8. (10; western cows

5

SIXTEEN DIFFERENT LASTS AND STYLES TO
PICK FROM' COME WHILE THE PICKING IS

-'--

seasoned, dried and shrunk,
it can be absolutely relied upon thing that ought to be in a first class
by carpenters and builders, and drug store you will find here, at
archi- prices that are satisfactory, and, in
all sensible, wide-awatects hereabouts particularly the very best qualities.
mention our Lumber in their
specifications.
& Company.

U--

and

MmMT

and Electrical Cooking Specialties.

Santa Fe Water A4 Light Company
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Imposing Ceremonies in the
of St. Paul
Today
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OFFICIATES

of Eight Hundred
Priests and Hundred and
Fifty Seminarians.

Procession

10 00
9 40

(X)

IRELAND

.

Paul, .Minn., May 19. With
9
and splendor, for
Cerrososo ...
6 08
solemnity
great
"11
6 35
Cimarron.... .Lv 9
Ar....
which the Roman Catholic church is
8
Ar
00
Cimarron ..
Nash
noted during important events, the
n os
ft
18
9
88
Harlan
n is
six new bishops recently appointed by
94
7 35
Ar.
rte Park, X. M...I.V 8
the pope to fill vacant dioceses in the
of St. Paul, of which ArchConnects with K. I. A S. W. Ry, train No. 124 arriving in Dawson, N, M. at6:15 p. m. province
were
bishop Ireland is metropolitan,
Connects with K . P. A S, V Hy, train No. 123 leaviim Dawson X, M. at .9:55 it. ni.
trains at Preston N. M.
gStage for Van Houtrii X, M.
consecrated today.
De.Molnes as follow:
from
ami
arrive
Passentrer
trains
depart
(US. NORTH BOl'N I:
S( (TTH HOUND
The ceremony took place on the
No. 8. 10.44 a. in.
No. 1. 4.4S a- in.
grounds and in the chapel of St. Paul's
11. 11 p, m.
No,
No. 7. 6 49 p. m.
Track connection with A. T. A S, V. By. at Katon and Preston with O, & S. Ry- at
seminary on the high bluff at the west-eDes Moines K. P, S. W. Ky. at Colfax, X M. ami Cimarron & Northwestern at
limits of St. Paul, overlooking the
is depot or following station Ocate, Miami, Kayacio
Cimarron, N. M. which
and Ketl Lukes, N. M
river. The bishops conseMississippi
TJte Park. N. M. is depot forthe followiinr stations in N. M. Arroyo Seco, Aurora,
crated were:
Kaldy Black Lakes, Cerro, Klizalietluown. Lobo, Uuesta, Ranchos de Taos, Ketf
Kiver City, Talpa, Taos and Twining.
Rev. James O'Reilley of MinneapoDaily. fP'lai-'- . tl'aily except, Sunday
lis, Bishop of Fargo, N. D.
F. M. WILLIAMS,
E. J. DEDMAN,
J. VAN HOUTEN,
Rev. John J. Lawler, cathedral of
G. M.,
&
G.
P.
P.
V.
St.
Agent,
Paul, auxiliary bishop of the archSuperintendent,
Raton, N. M.
Raton, N. r
diocese of St. Paul.
Raton, N. M.
Rev. Patrick R. Heffron, rector of
St. Paul seminary, Bishop of Winono,
Minn.
Rev. Timothy Corbett, of Duluth,
Bishop of Crookston, Minn.
in
Rev. Vincent Wehrle, of the Benedictine order and abbott of the monastery at Richardtou, X. D., Bishop or
Bismark, X. D.
Rev. Joseph P. Busch, head of the
From Santa Fe to El Paso, Bisbee,
missionary band in the archdiocese of
Douglas, and all Points in New
St. Paul, Bishop of Lead, S. D.
Mexico
to
and
the
Archbishop Ireland was the conse-crato- r,
Mexico, Arizona,
and was assisted by Bishop
Pacific Coast, via NEW MEXICO
James McGolrick, of Duluth, and Rt.
CENTRAL to Torrance, Thence
Rev. James Trobec, of St. Cloud,
was
Minn. Rev. Francis Schaefer
&
El
master of ceremonies.
As an event of great moment in the
Calholic
church, it is said by ecclesiastics to have been overshadowed
but once in modern times when the
fourteen
pope himself consecrated
new French bishops, and in the United States, the only ceremony which
For Rates and full information address
approximated it in significance was
when Archbishop Ireland consecrated
A. FOX,
Bishops Shanley, McGolrick and Cotter
at the same time.
A.
.. r..Tr"ro5o

St.

iii io

Col lux

42
25
55
47
37
20
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ASK FOR TICKETS

SHIP YOUR FREIGHT

Southwestern

Paso

System

East or West

The Best Route

EUGENE
G.F.&P.

Under the direction

El Paso Texas.

June 1st to September 30th

Summer Tourist Rates

To All

Effect

Eastern and Western

Points

Via The

DENVER&RIO GRANDER.R

of Rev.

Father

Schaefer, the procession of about 800
priests and 150 seminarians, formed
on. the southern side of the spacious
grounds, presented a striking appearance as it wended its way underneath the great oak trees to St. Mary's
chapel, where the consecration ceremonies were held.
Following the priests, came the
bishops, then the bishops elect, and
last the archbishop, all in the robes
of their office.
An immense gathering of the laity
witnessed the procession, but owing
to the fact that the chapel had seating
capacity for only the priests, the pub
lic was not admitted to witness the

FROM

In

a

Xumber of Application 427.
Santa Fe, X. M.. April 12, 1910.
Xotice is hereby given that on the
25th day of March 1910, in accordance
A LINIMENT FOR EXTERNAL USE.
with Section 26, Irrigation Law of
1907, Jas. W. Xorment of Santa Fe,
Not only is Mother's Friend a safe and simple remedy, but
county of Santa Fe, Territory of Xew
the comfort and healthful condition its use produces makes it
Mexico, made an application to the
of inestimable value to every expectant mother. Mother's
Territorial Engineer of Xew Mexico
Friend relieves the pain and discomfort caused by the strain
for a permit to appropriate from the
on the different ligaments, overcomes nausea by counteraction, prevents backwaters of the Territory of Xew
ache and numbness of limbs, soothes the inflammation of the breast glands, and public
Mexico.
mothers.
of
comfort
and
health
in
the
aids
prospective
in every way
preserving
Such appropriation is to be made
Mother's Friend is a liniment for external massage, which by lubricating and from Santa
Fe iriver by enlarging the
the
muscles
and
system
different
membranes, thoroughly prepares
expanding the
Madre
at
whence the
Acequia
for baby's coming without danger to the mother. Mother's Friend is sold at S. W. Cor. of Santa points
Fe Grant bears 'S
mothers.
book
our
for
stores.
free
Write for
expectant
drug
62 degrees, 06 minutes W.
22350 ft.
THE BRADFIELD CO.. ATLANTA, GA. dist. by means of diversion, and 12 cu.
ft. per sec. is to be conveyed to Sees.
6, 7, and 18 T. 16 X. R. 9 E., and
CHEERFULNESS WILL CERSees. 12, 13, and 14, T. 16 X., R. 8 E.,
TAINLY PROLONG LIFE. by means of enlarging old Acequia
Madre and extending same to new
It is the Sunny Ray of Life and With and and there used for irrigation of
Palace.
it Should Go Plenty of Exercise
2,000 acres.
J. s. Gay, Denver; J. C. Eads, City;
and Moderation in Eating.
The Territorial Engineer will take
Mark Burget, Chicago; E. 'Schoemann,
this application up for consideration
St. Louis: Alexander
Read, Tierra
London, May 19. Miss Genevieve on the 11th of July, 1910, and all perAmarilla; J. B. Manby, Trinidad;
Thomas Tipton, Denver; H. W. Beers, Ward, who recently celebrated the 72d sons who may oppose the granting of
stil! the above
Antonito, Colo.; Dr. and Mrs. A. F. anniversary of her birth, but who
application must file their
looks remarkably young, has been giv- objections substantiated with affidav
Edward
O.;
Cleveland,
Spurney,
ing her views on the secret of per- its (properly backed with application
Grunsfeld, Xew York.
petual you tfli.
Claire.
number) with the Territorial Engineer
"The great essential," she said, "is on or before that date.
L.
M.
X. A. Hardeman, St. Louis;
cheerfulness. Cheerfulness is the sunVERXOX L. SULLIVAN,
English, Dolores; E. D. Gill, Milburn,
ny ray of life. Of course, one must
Territorial Engineer.
J.
Okla.: Harry Leight, Kansas City;
to live moderately, too, and to
H. Wood, Denver, Colo.; Mrs. Morgan learn
plenty of exercise, both indoors
If you are in need of anything, try
Iewis, Alamosa, Colo.; R. A. Ribbeck, take out.
I take a regular course of a. Xew Mexican Want Ad.
and
ChiC.
H.
Sr.,
Starkweather,
Chicago;
exercise every morning. Then
cago. Emilio L. Gillespie, Albuquer- physical
I walk a few miles every day.
I am
que.
out now with my friends
just
starting
Gregg's.
constituand my dogs for a four-mil- e
C, P. Bonham, Chicago; L. O. Shank-lin- ,
tomoras
in
tional
but
Regent's
park
EI
St. Louis; Henry E. Manger,
is
row
72d
Harriet
my
birthday,
says
r
Paso: Joseph A. Stenanel, M. T.
e
I ought to take a
on
walk
OkD.
Marshall,
Albuquerque; E
and return
in honor of the ocheath
Hampstead
lahoma City; L. H elf rich, Trinidad;
casion. I am afraid I shall tire her
F. E. Dearth, Albuquerque.
out if I do, but possibly I shall do
Coronado.
half of it by myself."
Manuel Mora,
E. Qnintana, Taos;
"Cheerfulness," she reiterated, "is
Taos; Mr. and Mrs. J. L. Crossley, the sunny ray of life. I wrote that
Moriarty.
VIA SANTA FE.
sentence for a man who asked me for
one
my autograph
day thirty years
"
is the most clever little ago. Yes, it was all of
thirty years
silvered Coffee Strainer ever invented.
ago, as time counts. He wrote to me
Get one free from Dr. Shoop, Racine, the other
day that he had taught it to
Wis., by the Coupon Plan. The Cou- his children, and now the word has
pon and Dr. Shoop's new book on passed to his children's children, and
Limit 60 Days.
Health Coffee sent to any lady re- it has kept them all young.
questing them. You can trick any one
"Some young people are old; thereSee Santa Fe
by secretly serving Dr. Shoop's Health fore, of course, they die. My mother, For particulars,
Coffee at meal time. Your visitor or when at the age of 84, was as ardent
Agents.
your husband will declare he is drink- - a pedestrian as I am today. She wore
a
not
coffee
real
is
and
sensible
there
short
skirts
yet
when walking,
ing
grain of real coffee in Dr. Shoop's as I do. Sometimes when we were
s
Health Coffee. Pure grains, malt, and out together she would point to an
give Health Coffee its exquisite fashioned woman of, probably only 50
taste and flavor. Xo 20 to 30 minutes years or thereabouts, creeping along
tedious boiling. "Made in a minute." in the mud, holding up her long skirts
Try it from your grocer and get a and nursing herself miserably instead
lb. package of wearing a suitable gown and being
pleasant surprise. 1
comfortable.
'Look at that old wo
25c. Sold by Frank Andrews.
man,' my mother would say. She was
84, as I told you but it never entered
CROP OUTLOOK IS
SNONE OF THE BEST. her head to get old herself. She nev
er did get old."

HOTEL ARRIVALS

SALT LAKE

Agent
Santa Fe, N,

or

W. D SHEA
T. F. & P. A.

M,

DAYLIGHT TRAIN TO EL PASO

CITY

Ful-chc-

ten-mil-

$30.00.

"Xo-Drip-

May 28, 29, 30th

old-nut-

2

SIMMER TOURIST

URATE-

Farm Work in Middle West Retarded
By Unfavorable Weather Too
Cool in Sunny South.

Washington, May 19. Unfavorable
weather throughout the country prevailed during the last week, much to
the detriment of all crops, according
to the weather bureau's national weekly bulletin. Of the conditions it says:
"Much cloudy weather prevailed over
the central valleys, especially from
consecration.
The consecration ceremony, which Kansas and Xebraska eastward over
the lower Missouri, middle Mississippi,
began at 10 a. m and lasted about
three hours, started with the reading and Ohio valleys and middle Atlantic
of the apostolic commission, follow- states. Farm work over this region
ed by the taking of the oath and the has been greatly retarded by unfavorable weather and vegetation made
examination, the latter made almost
in the same language prescribed by but little progress on account of cold,
the council of Carthage. During the frost, and lack of warm sunshine.
"Over the cotton growing states
examination the bishops elect professed categorically their belief in the there was sufficient sunshine but the
different matters of faith which have weather was generally too cool for rabeen particularly attacked by heretics, pid plant growth. Rain also is needed
especially the doctrine of incarnation. in nearly all portions of this region,
These preliminaries having been especially in portions of Florida, AlaSome good
duly observed, the solemn intoning of bama and Mississippi.
the mass was begun, the consecrator rains occurred in northern Texas, but
and bishop elect simultaneously be- the greater part of that state has been
nnthniit matoi'iol nvooniUQTLn fnr on v.
.
tokening their faith. During the cere,
mony, the plain chant was intoned by
"Over the districts from the Rocky
the seminarians. At the conclusion
of the consecration ceremony proper, mountains to the Pacific coast the
unfavorable,
the new bishops were invested with weather was generally
the crosier and ring necessary to the except over wasnington ana portions
with of Oregon and Idaho, where warm
episcopal order, accompanied
showers and sunshine were beneficial
prayers and admonitions.
The mass then proceeded with the Over most of the northern districts,
consecrator and new bishop celebrat- however, the weather, especially at
ing it in unison at the same altar. the end of the week was too cold, and
Then came the partaking of commun- over the more southernly portions it
ion, which was followed by the inves- was too dry."
titure of the mitre and gloves pre.
T" : i
r '
viously blessed by the consecrator
with much pomp. While the Te Deurn 'centrated form ingredients of estab- was intoned the new bishop was en- lished therapeutic value for the relief
throned in the episcopal seat. Later od cure of all kidney and bladder ail- he was led between the two assistant meuts. sold by stripling-Burrow&
bishops around the church, blessing CO.
the congregation as he passed along.
The final act of the function was the
bestowal of the kiss of peace by the HALLEY'S COMET CAUSING
SHOWER OF METEORITES.
consecrator. The sermon during the
consecration was delivered by Bishop
1

For Information as to Rates, Accomodations etc.
Call on or Write
F. H. McBRIDE

Effective June 1st.

FIND TREASURE IN
SAFE BURIED IN MUD.
San Antonio, Texas, May 19. After
many years' search, L. Boyle, a Unit
ed States inspector at Port Lavaca,
has succeeded in locating an iron safe
containing diamonds and jewelry to
the value of $75,000 which was blown
into Indianola harbor during the
storm which in 1867. took that place
off the map. The safe was the property of a, jeweler whose house was
.1
thrown into the bay

CHICAGO
ST. LOUIS
KANSAS CITY
DENVER
COLO. SPRINGS
PUEBLO
MEXICO CITY
ST. PAUL MINN

Wew SViexico

--

Central

a considerable

$55,00

Od Sale, May 28th to

Juae, 3rd.
July 9th to 16th.
Return limit 3 months.

Foley Kidney Pills are antiseptic,
tonic and restorative and a prompt
corrective of all urinary irregularities.
Refuse substitutes. Sold by Stripling- Burrows & Co.

Low Summer

ir-rin-

4

Tourist Rates
m Us

-

aoSTr

Bad Breath

Every

ansm
i

$50.35
$44.35
$35.35
$21.10
$18.15
$16.15
$52.45
$50.35

Return Limit, Oct. 31st, 1910.
distance from the shore. Although
many efforts were made by the owner
and his descendants to recover the LOS ANGELES
$35.20
safe, they were not successful and
SAN
FRANCISCO
5$45.20
finally abandoned their search. Mr.
Boyle then took up the probe and SAN DIEGO,
$35.20
about two weeks ago his efforts wre
rewarded by his striking the safe with SAN FRANCISCO
$60.90
an iron rod with which he is said to
V
One
ia
Way
have explored every square foot of the
I'O RTLAN D or SEATTLK
bottom of the bay. When the safe was
brought to light it was found that the iOn Sale
July 2nd to 8th, Sept
salt water had damaged it consider- to
1st
T
th,
Hept, L'4th to 30th.
oKltr
iir hot otitn rf lirncnfimtinn
lu
its contents are is not known so far
.
',UJl".
for the reason, that the heirs of the xeeei uct. aist,
jeweler have taken the matter into
PORTLAND
court. The finder of the safe is likely to discover that his quest for treas- SEATTLE
ure nas been a pr0ntiess pastime.

TEXAS LEADS SOUTH IN
dam ,w
do An rnwcTDi
!
I
wwi.w, itwwi
San Antonio, Texas, May 19.-- The
fact that since January 1 there were
organized in Texas seventeen new
Pfl.ilrna.fi
s
" ' tho nnrnARo if
" nmnflnif fnr
of railroad is a
miles
2,245
building
and EL PASO and SOUTHWESTERN
good illustration of the prosperity of
the state and its rapid development.
Leaves El Paso'8 00a. m,
Leaves Santa Fe 8,45 a. m.
Many of the lines building and proArrives Santa Fe 9.45 p. m.
Arrives El Paso 10,40 p. n..
are trunk lines, three of them
jected
Close conuections at El Paso for points in Califor478, 360 and 511
being
respectively
nia, Sou; hern New Mexico and Arizoia
San Antonio, Texas, May 19. Re- miles long. Among the most import
O'Gorman, of Sioux Falls, S. D. After
the ceremony, the archbishop, the ports from west Texas and many parts ant of these is the San Antonio, Rio
ALL POINTS EAST
bishops and all the priests, were serv- 'of Mexico indicate that the prediction Grande & Tampico.
Leave Santa Fe 8 45 a. m.
Arrives Kansas Olty 5,50 p. m. next day
ed with dinner under the trees on the of scientists that the passing of
Arrives Ob.icano8.20 a.m. 2nd day
seminary grounds. A public reception ley's comet would cause the falling of
E. P. & S W and Rock Island trains carry Sleepwas arranged for tonight, permitting many meteorities is being well borne
friends of the new bishops an oppor- out. One very large meteorite which
ing and Chair Carf .
fell in the vicinity of Uvalde required "For months I had great trouble with my
For information regarding freight and passenger rates, service, etc.
tunity to offer congratulations.
Call at Olty Office Laugblin Blk.or Phone 145.
eight seconds in Its transit across the stomach and used all kinds of medicines.
No trouble to answer questions.
has been actually as green as
sky and struck the ground with a My tonguebreath
a bad odor. Two'
J.G. EADS
tremendous detonation. This is mere- grass, my a friend having
recommended Cascarets
weeksago
is intereuKd and should know
of
one
instance
several
"City Freight & Fassenger Agent.
reported and after nsinc them I can willinclv and'
ly
about the wonderful
tMARVELWhirlingSpray from all over west Texas Near Mon-- cheerfully sav that thev have entirely
terey, Mexico, not very far from the cured me. I therefore let you know that I;
jjrsi ji obi conven
ient, it cleanses
another tremendous shall recommend them to any one suffer..
Rio Grande,
IBUlQUy.
H. HaI.'
m
V7i
ll
was
observed
fallinz. Three mg from such trnnhw-Ch- as.
meteor
Com-yanarid merchants; god everywhere. We Abe onr dnureistforit,
The New Mexica.. Printing
N. Y.
E.
New
114
pern,
7th
York,
St.,
the
cannot
It he
supply
distinct reports were heard as it struck
B '."". a
r vis.
accept no
has on hand a large supply of will sell them at 5 cents in book form MARVEL,
Pleasant, Palatable, Potent, Taste Good,
tor
now
It.
is
a
for
lend
and
but
party
itunip
Do Good. Never Sicken, Weaken or Gripe.
other,
looking
hook sealed. It ffHefl
10c, 25c. 50c. Never sold in bulk. The genIf you are in need of anything, try iiiiiatrated
pads and tablets suitable (or icbool
I Near this city several smaller meteors
full nartlcnlara and directlona In- uine
tablet stamped C C C. Guaranteed to
1:0.
Initles.
MAKVEU
to
lnhl
for
lawyers a New Mexican Want Ad.
work, the desk, and also
have been observed.
cure or your money back.
923
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RITES REUNION

Santa Fe,

H. M.

May 23, 24, 25

For this occasion the Santa Fe will
make an open rate of one and one
third fare from all points in New
Mexico to

"

Santa Fe

I

DATES OP SALE

May 21st, to 24th inclusive
RETURN LIMIT,
MAY 28th 1910

Um

l2 3n p
.'he Rate
Open to L very body
Call on address.
H. S, LUTZ, Airent
Santa Fe, N. M.

THURSDAY, MAY
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associations of men. The government
THE SIMPLE LIFE. shall not fail of its mission anions
men."
Raps Seggregators of Food Supplies
OLtVE OIL CURE FOR TUBERCU
and Tells Some of the Secrets
LOSIS AND NERVOUS DISEASE.
of Cold Storage.

!
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-
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room. Buth.
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Washington, D. C, May lit. A tariff
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simple
Thousand Delegates
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wark of civilization and protection
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pected in Washington
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a
a
than
even
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more
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Lower
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ered in the house today by Repre24 San Francisco street.
at
these
instruments
sentative Hamilton of Michigan. It
give you
for, at best,
A WEEK
WILL BE
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while
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music
plays all
TO RKNT a well furnished fro it.
only,
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revenues and encouragement of AmerIt
bill.
room
the
with use of bath.
Lady preunder
Payne
ican industry
of the best of all kinds of music.
ferred. Inquire at office.
President Taft Will Deliver Ad- drew on the legitimate spoils of trade
and the policies and declarations of
The Amberola plays both Edison Standard
dress of Welcome
FOR SALE Lands irrigated by thr
foreign statecraft as the justification
and Amberoi Records, and you can change from
Tomorrow.
Santa Fe Irrigation and Improvement
of the protection policy. It attributed
tlhe high cost of living to increased
Co., maps and prices, at Charles E.
one to the other at will. Has drawers for holdto
19.
demand
neauy
From
Michael, Real Estate.
Mav
crowding
gold production,
Washington
ing 100 Records.
every country on the face of the globe, supply, to extravagance of a feverish
men and women are crowing into generation and to almost everything
CIGAR SALESMAN WANTED ExAny Edison Phonograph equipped with the Amberoi
Washington tonight to attend the- else but the tariff.
perience unnecessary. SeP. our brands
Attachment will play the
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for lull particulars at once. Globe
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ates are Secretary
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and Rev. J. A. McKenzie, of New
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land.
Britain is on the program ioi me wHfor the COUntry that came into town
dav of the convention, May 24.
Too much of I
day before yesterday.
The men are not to monopolize the ihe country has been coming into town
enthusiasm. The Woman's Foreign lhough- The farmer is receiving only
Missionary Movement win oe given a a lair price but middlemen are charg
On
prominent place on the program.
ing too much for handling and trysimuliour
20,
May
evening,
Friday
ing to attribute the responsibility to
taneous sessions will be held to con the fanner. The time has gone by
sider this subject. Mrs. James b. however when thrifty gentlemen can
Sherman, wife of Vice President Sher Lake toll of the farmer and out of
man, will preside over one ot uiese. the consumer and fool both at the
Sunday same time "
On Sunday, May 22, the
.. iramii,ntl phaveerl thp ebpan
SChOOlS Ot tne City will u visacu UJ
the delegates of the convention and on 1)0jitician wit)h singmg one song in the
Monday, reports on tne wum win u cuv and another, ot a dilierent tune,
submitted to a committee
u the country.
He described the sit
uation as filled with contradictions,
EVEN SLOWER THAN
everybody bickering to locate the
LAMY BRANCH TRAIN. blame for high prices. "Bills, resolu
commissions.
tions,
investigations,
Flyer Makes Run From Los Angeies bovcotts anti-mesocieties, anti-egto Salt Lake in One iiunarea
trust and vegetari
societies, anti-fooDays.
and Thirty-Seve-n
an organizations are rampant and in
the midst of it the Democratic gen
Salt Lake City, Utah, May 19
tlemen, after time honored custom,
Passenger train No. 4 of the ban are diligently trying to convert dis
Pedro, Los Angeles and Salt Lake content into votes.
"We are getting farther away from
completed a record run when it arriv What are you going to do for the boy wlien he becomes of age, and is ready to take up his fight with the world?
ed here 137 days out from Los An- the oId fundamental human relations
?eles.
tihat sustain and console folks. We
What sort of dowry are you planning for your daughter when she leaves you to make a home of her own?
On December 31, when it started are alwavs soing somewhere and eo- a
"fast
as
was
listed
It
for Salt Lake
ing very fast and generally go our
With these problems in your mind we want you to consider the Treasury Stock of the California Crude Oil Comtrain." It now claims supremacy over ways se)arateiv although we jostle
accommodation
and
one another on the sidewalk. It is an
every way freight
pany, a corporation having thousands of acres of oil lands in the Coalinga oil district, State of California, the
train in the service as a slow traveler. age of Seam enginism. We run the
The storm of January 1 caught io. machine and the machine runs us.
early development of this territory meaning millions of dollars of profit for its stockholders.
east of Caliente, The talk on the street today becomes
4 a short distance
Nev., and washed out the track before J tne aw tomorrow. Politics means
Never before have you had the same opportunity of placing your surplus cash to better advantage.
and behind it near Essies station. On parties, parties the people and parties
The stock is now selling for 40 cents per share, and we can assure you that within three months its price will
January 10 the twenty passengers, ihaVe to have leaders and chief priests
whose plight had been heralded froman( scrjDes and pharisees and camp
reach par. Can you do better? No! Then send in your subscription at once.
the Atlantic to the Pacific were trans- - followers. This Is the golden age of
ported by wagon to Acoma and I the spot light, opera bouffe, whirling
brought to Salta Lake from there by dervish form of politician who. leads
a while but the true leader must
train.
jfor
I
A Pullman porter stayed by his car build success on fundamental right.
dealers
unscrupulous
for a week or more. One of the Full- J Discussing
man conductors lived In his car for and the segregation of food supplies,
I Mr.
Hamilton declared the cold stor- a month.
The track builders, working from age system made it possible, if not
California national Crude Oil Co.
California National Crude Oil Co.
the east side of the break, reached the customary, for tJhe frozen remains of
J an
ancestor to remain in cold sus- I. W. Hellman Bldg., Los Angeles Cal.
I. W. Hellman Bldg., Los Angeles Cal.
stalled trains Sunday.
Ipense until its progeny had grown to
GENTLEMEN:
GENTLEMEN:
I
A pain prescription is printed upon middle age and then for them to meet
shares of
shares of
Kindly issue me
Kindly issue me
GAL. NATIONAL CRUDE OIL GO.
the Treasury Stock of above corporaeach 25c box of Dr. Shoop's Pink Pain in fricassed reunion on some bill of
the Treasury Stock of above corpora- tion.
Tablets Ask your Doctor or Druggist I fare, both as strictly fresh. The un
tion.
I. W. HELLMAN BUILDING,
in payment
Enclosed find $
in payment
if this formula is not complete. Pain maternal incubator had become the
Enclosed find $
LOS ANGELES.
for same.
means congestion, blood pressure, mother of the chicKen.
for same.
Name
Name
"There shall not grow up among
Head pains, womanly pains, pains any-- 1
Address
where get Instant relief from a Pink U8 concluded Mr. Hamilton, "a privi- Address....,
Pain Tablet Sold by Stripling-Bur-- 1
leged class above the law. This gov- i M iS
ernment shall wisely control men and
rows & Co.
Detroit May lit.- - "The law of im- mutiny from tuberculosis is: Eestab-lish the habit of eatinsr and assimilat- ins 'he fats and oils. Not only will
you be immune from tuberculosis, bu'
you will ward off many other dis-- j
eases.
Thomas Bas.sett Keyes, M. D., ot
Chicago, one of the foremost authori
ties on tuberculosis in the country, is
authority for the foregoing statement.
For the cure of tuberculosis, Bright'
disease, skin diseases, nervous troubles and many other ailments he prescribes the injection of pure olive oil
together with the eating of fatty and
The assertions are made
oily food.
in "The Medical Counselor," a Detroit magazine.
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posed to be the result of a love affair. IMPORTANT LAND SALES
MADE AT CARLSBAD.
The father of the dead girl is in the j
employ of the Colorado Fuel & Iron
Differ-abseCompany. Her mother is temporarily Real Estate Men Adjust Their
(Continued From, Hage two.)
Ho
Work
aftiTSettle
ences
A
Don
in Arizona visiting relatives.
in Automobiles.
coroner's jury was impaneled and
Try Coeliol's Dandelion Exterminarendered a verdict in accordance with
Carlsbad, N. M, May 19. Several
tor; sure curt'.
the facts.
important land sales have been made
Fire at Silver City The assay ofthe past few days. Harvey W. Lackey
It is Important for You to Know
fice of citorge.K. Brownell at Silver
The news of Santa Fe for the city is yesterday purchased tne farm of Wm.
City buriii'd to the ground causing a
the capitol of the Territory and mat- E. Ball of 200 acres near Loving at
loss of $i.r.ou.
on
ters of great importance are trans- - $14,000. One andred iand fifty-eigSunday, Monday
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acted in this city Hence the wide acres of the place are' under irrigaand Tuesday at the Smoker.
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nf
Timer
Perrv.
awake man or woman reads Santa tion. There are good buildings and
.
n3th -- '
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an old timer in Grant county, died at imnv .,iM0 that the reclamation serv- - Fe's daily newspaper.
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,
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Fierro at
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Thomas L--, Carrico recently purdam proceed at haven't your name already on the roll.
was a Texan by birth.
on tht. Kiephant-Butt- e
chased E. T. Carter'sfarm about two
Old Resident Breaks His Thigh
once.
miles from Loving, being 320 acres
W. F. .Martin, an 01a resident 01
Wgs jt Reflected Light Scientists J. N. UPTON BUILDING
with 230 acres of water. Part of the
Pinos Altos, slipped while on a moun- the CANNING FACTORY ON MIMBRES.
,nillh to- accent
KfomH
.
t
is in alfalfa and part in orchard.
ilkji
place
tain trail and broke his thigh.
comT. C. Webb has purchased another
report that Mr. Cataiiac saw the
The Woman's Aid Society of the et's tail
shortly after 4 o'clock this Judge Frank W. Parker at Deming tract of thirty acres near the old
First Presbyterian church will meet morning and found that tail detached
Gave Judgment in Luna County
Lookout townsite from Spencer Fa- at the home of Mrs. Marsh on Man- from Mr. Comet proper. "It was likeTax Cases,
Delinquent
ville.
tomorrow
afternoon at
hattan avenue
scientist.
Tiulpp Ware nf Missouri lino
ly reflected light" said one
"" 1JUI
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A
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,
. .
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pert stated this anernoon max mo nignt. me ram was ueavici ai
be presented here Tuesday night, May heavens
a beautiful sight in and at Lake Valley,
$90 an acre.
presented
about
24, wil open at Fischer's drug store the northwest last night shortly before
The real estate men have turned
j. e. Snyder, the socialist organizer,
sheet was delivered an address in Deming last over a new leaf; they have adjusted
Saturday morning.
when a
Tomorrow The midnightin
Guild
Meeting
to be re- - night. He will speak again tomorrow their differences and settled down to
the
supiiosed
visible
sky
Guild of ttae Church of the Holy Faith fleeted
Others night at. Baker's hall
comet.
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from
work. Heretofore, they have rattled
light
will meet tomorrow afternoon at 3
what Mr. Sloan sawthat
Senator J. X. Upton reports that the ar0unu in old buggies, while now they
stated
today
at
R.
Mrs.
with
F.
Asplund
o'clock,
was the heavenly bill poster ot trie foundations are laid for his canning are whisking their prospective custhe Episcopal rectory on East Palace
comet announcing his transfer from factory, which is located up the Mim-th- e tomers through the country in new
avenue.
bres. This factory will have a capa- - automobiles.
east to the west,
J. A. Rael Chosen Delegate At the
Carrizozo
at
city of about 30 000 cans a day, and
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file
lnml alternate
grand jury
Cheyenne, Wyo., May 19 Mayor P.
S. J. Smith has completed his big S.
return-UnioCook created a sensation at the
International
the
Typographical I. Tipton, foreman, of Corona,
true bills, well ten miles south of Deming and, meeting of the city council when he
to be held in August at Minne- - ed a report of forty-onThe grand jury will instal his pump and engine short-- instructed chief of Police Louis Mane-wal- l
and eighteen
apolis, Minn.
in ly. Mr. Smith is developing a large
to arrest ' Councilman
Henry
Deming Cattleman Arrested E. W. has been working without a judge of acreage and intends putting the same
illness
to
the
Sweet (Rep.) and H. E. Gates (Dem.)
Hess, a
Deming cattleman attendance owing
fruit and alfalfa.
and remove, them from the council
was arrested shortly after midnight Judge Alford W. Cooley. Major W. H. into
P. E. Smith, and Hattie M. Beatty
had
has
district
attorney,
chamber. Councilman Sweet picked
last night at Albuquerque by a Santa Llewellyn
Fe officer on a charge of attempting to the jury in charge, with Harry jj. uaw
x
rm,. up a book belonging to him, and after
a.1 LUB iVJ.Cl.liJUiai.
Jjuouuo6il.
and
use a Santa, Fe pass, which
it is son as the clerk. Tlo ronnrt MVPTS a are
now living in men new iiume a protesting against the arbitrary
jus-tw- o
The
recommendations.
of
number
for
of
the
unconstitutional
orders
mayor,
he
it
read
claimed,
altered, making
few miles south of Deming.
tices of the peace of the county were
was ejected by the chief of police. As
instead of one.
Judge F. W. Parker left Deming .
in
methods
loA
for
unsystematic
the chief and councilman walked out
AlbuWedding Society Event at
after a short
and the judge yesterday afternoon
Sweet to
Cook commanded
Mayor
of
querque The social event of the sea- - preparing their papers
There was no regular term
nroceed- tn
nskeil
wnc
the
j
he
.1
investigate
ah
book
leave
the
a
behind,
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suu in Aiuuuufiuue iuuk place
.,,ri Ihpld lint Turlsre Parker while nai swien uie aiucie, urn.insinuating
auv.a-ta- x
"1C vm.
wiieu
most
j,,.,
with
elaborate
settings,
nignt
here rendered judgments in delinquent
when Miss Rebecca Pea'rce was united
warm Game This Afternoon The
cases, and attended to minor mat- - ed that it was his; own property the
in marriage with Barbee S. Hook of Dai players of St. Michael's College ters for mpmhers of the bar in cases mayor allowed thfthief to proceed
with his prisoner! Councilman Gates
Los Angeles, at St. John's church, and. tne Indian, school are having an which did not
require juries.
the beautiful and impressive marriage exciting baseball game this afternoon
The following Chinamen will be also protested against the unwarrites ot tne episcopal taitn oeing tiseci at the Indian school grounds. A good tried before U. S. Commissioner Mc- ranted action of the mayor, but he
too was escorted: out by the chief of
with Archdeacon Warren officiating.
many people went out to see the con-- ! Keyes on the 27th: Jew Sam, Shu
police.
An Evening in European Garden
test and the weather for it was ideal. Wing, Lung Gwong.
The entertainment "An Evening in a Girl of Fourteen Commits Suicide
Week's Record in the Land Office.
European Garden" to be given next Catarina Pacheco, a young girl
The following persons made home- SHOOTS HERSELF OVER
WAYWARDNESS OF DAUGHTER.
evening on the lawn of the teen years of age, committed suicide stead entries: Ralph C. Spencer, Jas.
Episcopal rectory, promises to be a: at Fierro, Grant county, by shooting T. Brown, Annie S. Smith, Thomas
Denver, 'Colo., May 19. Locking
most novel and enjoyable affair. The herself in the left breast. Death
The fol- herself in her bedchamber after she
Tomlinson, Jas. Westover.
concert will be of a high! suited almost instantly. The act was lowing persons made desert land en- had been told by her
daughter that
order.
The singing, violin playing, carefully planned and executed. The tries: Ernest D. Smith,
L.
she had bee-- married for six months
Henry
minstrel performance,
Anne L. Teel, Thos. L. Story, and that she intended to leave Denver,
surprise ta-'- , young girl sent her brothers from the
bleaux, besides other attractions will house in which the familv resided, and Sophia Moore made final commutation Mrs. Kate
Mitchell, the wife of Louis
form the continuous performance of; soon after their
the sound , proof.
for years the owner of a
departure
Mitchell,
m evening,
ine care win also be at- - of a shot was heard. Investigation The following contests were filed: gambling house here, fired a bullet
tractive. Prices will be low and first was at once made and the girl was
Maggie WTarren vs. Helen Lewis, Ram- through her left breast. After the
class dishes will be served. All those found in a
condition, expiring say vs. Donohue, Patterson vs. Glide- - doors had ben broken in "by the police
dying
w nu ui ess m costume will
be especi - within a few moments. The cause of well; Rutherford vs. Waddill, Lane vs. she was removed to the
county hosally welcomed, as it is a cosmopolitan the tragedy is not known, but is sup- George, Taylor vs. George,
pital. She is reported tp be dying.
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affair and representatives of all nations are expected.
Money Deposited for the Dam Site
Teltniams have been received at
as Cruees from H. B. Holt, X. Galles
and other friends of the Elephant-Buttproject, who are in Washington
statins? that Secretary R. A. Baliinger
of the interior department, has giveninstructions to have the $200,000 deposited with the Socorro court- for pay
ment for the land necessary- for the
m accordance with the award
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GROCERY AND BAKERY

20 to 60c a dz
ORANGES
20 to 60c a dz
Sive 1 da wrappers from our Oranges seDd
cent stamps and wrappers to California Fruit
Growers Exchange. Chicago 111., ard get a nice
6--

Silver Piaied Orange Spoon.

STRAWBERRIES

,

Fresh every day, picked ripe shipped on ice, fine
flavor lfc. Everything the market affords in

jv--

i

F. ANDREWS

Hi 4

y

So. L

:

May-show-

V,

y

SPECIAL
SALE

sPFflAI
LACES & EMBROIDERIES

S4i p

Je have just received our new Stock of this

.

SPRING and SUMMER 1910 Embroid
eries and Laces which will be SPECIAL SALE
during this month only. All new patterns and
designs.
.PLEASE CALL AND EXAMINE

Anni

F

e
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TU-t-

SFI IfiMAN DRY ROMIS

p.n

8

well-know- n

J.,...

EUGENIO ROMERO

""J
stay-here-

LU

BER

&

Lumber and all kinds
of building material.

COAL YARD

ii
iii
"s

Lump, nut and
mine run coal

Y ARD ON HICKOX STREET, NEAR
NEW MEXICO CENTRAL DEPOT.

Phone Red 100

Red Phone 100

TOMAS

P. DELQADO Mgr.

NnO

satisfaction assured

bLftOu CORRICK'S HACK LINE 0HScRE; ProD

HICK SERVICE

For Hire at
Buggies
Popular Prices

four-Saturd-

j

3SHB
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and Saddle Horses

'

1

"'
'
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l
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2000 Pamphlets Mailed to Good Dressers
Read Them

"MAY WE
TAILOR YOU?"

Good Tailoring Jias been the making of many a Man
A man always succeeds better always get more of the
things he goes after when he is well tailored, than when
he is carelessly dressed.
CLOTHES

IS

A TRADE!

GOOD TAILORING

IS

AN ART!

Our sort of Tailoring wins and holds the patronage of
the best Dressers in this lccality We win by the force
of the merit of our work; Our Cutter is an Artist and
our tailors are the most skillfull craftsmea that money
can employ.
With-alour prices are not unreasonable when we say
l

$18.00, $22.50, $25.00 $27.50
$30 00, $32.50 and $35.00
for suits or overcoats of the newest patterns in all wool
fabrics, and styles.

These Prices will run for

(f

COME EARLY AND TAKE FIRST CHOICE

